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Let f be a continuous convex function on a Banach space E. This paper shows
that every proper convex function g on E with g F f is generically FrechetÂ
differentiable if and only if the image of the subdifferential map ­ f of f has the
Radon]Nikodym property, and in this case it is equivalent to showing that theÂ
image of ­ f is separable on each separable subspace of E. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xStarting with Asplund's work 1 , the notion of an Asplund space first
w xappeared in Namioka and Phelps 5 : A Banach space is said to be an
 .Asplund space if every real-valued continuous convex function defined on
a non-empty convex open subset of the space is Frechet differentiable on aÂ
dense G subset of its domain. Now, it is well known that a Banach spaced
E is an Asplund space if and only if its dual EU has the Radon]NikodymÂ
 w x.property see, for instance, 6 . However, on a non-Asplund space, one can
still find many non-trivial continuous convex functions, which are FrechetÂ
differentiable on a dense G subset of its domain.d
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w xRecently, Tang 7 obtained the following theorem:
THEOREM T. Suppose that f is a con¨ex Lipschitz function on a separable
Banach space E. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i e¨ery continuous con¨ex function g on E with g F f is FrechetÂ
differentiable on a dense G subset of E;d
 .  .  U Uii the image of the subdifferential map ­ f of f , ­ f E s x g E :
U  . 4x g ­ f x , x g E is separable.
w xGiles and Sciffer 3 showed that
THEOREM GS. Let f be a continuous con¨ex function on a Banach space
E. If the image of the subdifferential map ­ f of f is separable on each
separable subspace of E, then f is Frechet differentiable on a dense G subsetÂ d
of E.
Both theorems show that on a separable Banach space E, which is not
necessarily an Asplund space, and even on any Banach space E, there exist
many generically Frechet differentiable continuous convex functions.Â
In this paper we will discuss similar problems and generalize and unify
both theorems on any Banach space. The final result is as follows.
 .MAIN THEOREM. Let f be a proper lower semi-continuous l.s.c. con¨ex
function on a Banach space E and its effecti¨ e domain dom f be open. Then
the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i e¨ery proper l.s.c. con¨ex function g on E with g F f is FrechetÂ
differentiable on a dense G subset of its effecti¨ e domain dom g ;d
 .  .  U Uii the image of the subdifferential map ­ f of f , ­ f E s x g E :
U  . 4x g ­ f x , x g E , is separable on each separable subspace of E;
 .  .iii the image of the subdifferential map ­ f of f , ­ f E , has the
Radon]Nikodym property;Â
 . Uiv the w -closed con¨ex hull of the image of the subdifferential map ­ f
U w  .xof f , w -cl co ­ f E , has the Radon]Nikodym property.Â
 4Taking f to be the indicator function of 0 , this theorem also general-
izes the classic result: A Banach space E is an Asplund space if and only if
its dual EU has the Radon]Nikodym property or EU is separable on eachÂ
separable subspace of E.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the
notation and recall some preliminaries. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the
generic Frechet differentiability of convex functions dominated by a lowerÂ
semicontinuous sublinear function or a continuous convex function. Sec-
tion 5 completes the proof of the Main Theorem. In the last section, some
concluding remarks are made.
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
U  :We will always denote a Banach space by E and its dual by E . ? , ? is
U  4the dual product on E = E. Let f : E ª R j q` be a proper extended
real-valued function on E. Then the subdifferential map ­ f : E ª 2 EU of f
is defined by
U U  U :­ f x s x g E : ; y g E, f y y f x G x , y y x . 4 .  .  .
U U  4The conjugate function f : E ª R j q` of f is defined by
U U  U :f x s sup x , x y f x . 4 .  .
xgE
It is easy to check that
U U U U  U :­ f x s x g E : f x q f x s x , x . 4 .  .  .
 .When f is convex on E and continuous at x, then ­ f x is non-empty.
 .If f is lower semi-continuous l.s.c. and convex, i.e., its epigraph, defined
by
epi f [ x , a g E = R: f x F a , 4 .  .
EU wis closed and convex, then ­ f : E ª 2 is a maximal monotone map 6, p.
x59 ; and
 U : U U; x g E, f x s sup x , x y f x . 4 .  .
U Ux gE
In addition, in this case, f is continuous on the interior of its effective
domain, int dom f , where the effective domain of f is defined by
dom f [ x g E: f x - q` . 4 .
w xSee 6, p. 41 . In particular, if dom f is open, then f is continuous in dom f
and the graph of f ,
graph f [ x , f x : x g dom f , 4 . .
becomes the boundary of epi f.
For a convex function f on E, f is Frechet differentiable at x g E if andÂ
only if for any « ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that
0 F f x q ty q f x y ty y 2 f x - t« .  .  .
5 5  .whenever y s 1 and t g 0, d . It is also equivalent to showing that ­ f
w xis single-valued and norm-to-norm upper semi-continuous at x 6, p. 48 .
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 4Every l.s.c. sublinear function p: E ª R j q` is the support function
of a subset of EU ; i.e., there exists a subset CU ; EU such that
 U :U; x g E, p x s s x [ sup x , x . .  .C
U Ux gC
p is continuous on E if and only if CU is bounded. It is easy to show that
we can take
U U U  U :C s ­ p 0 s x g E : ; y g E, x , y F p y , 4 .  .
U  U .  U . UUand thus p x s d x , the indicator function of C , which is valuedC
0 on CU and q` out CU. Hence, when x / 0,
U U U  U :x g ­ p x m x g C and x , x s p x . .  .
A non-negative continuous sublinear function on E is called a Minkowski
functional. Every Minkowski functional p : E ª R associates with aC q
unique closed convex set C ; E with 0 g int C such that
 4; x g E, p x s inf l ) 0: x g lC , .C
and
C s x g E: p x F 1 . 4 .
We also say that p is the Minkowski functional generated by C. In thisC
case, CU is the polar set of C; i.e.,
U U U  U : 4C s x g E : ; x g C , x , x F 1 .
  . 4  .Let S [ ­ C s x g E: p x s 1 . Then ­ p S consists of all supportC C
U U :functionals x of C at x with x , x s 1. By the Bishops]Phelps
w xtheorem 6, pp. 51]52 , the support functionals are dense in the cone of all
those functionals which are bounded above on C. In particular, we have
that
 . U  U U  U :PROPOSITION 2.1. ­ p S is dense in C [ x g E : sup x , xC 1 x g C
4  .   .  44s 1 and thus, ­ p 0 s cl co ­ p S j 0 .C C
We will use the Minkowski functional generated by the epigraph of a
l.s.c. convex function with an open dom f. In this case, we have that
C s epi f and S s graph f. We need the following proposition:
 4PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f : E ª R j q` be a proper l.s.c. con¨ex func-
 .tion on E and continuous at x s 0 with f 0 s y1. Let p: E = R ª R be
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U  .the Minkowski functional generated by epi f. Then x g ­ f x if and only if
yU , r g ­ p x , f x with yU s xUrf U xU .  .  . .
and r s y1rf U xU ; .
f is Frechet differentiable at x g E if and only if p is Frechet differentiable atÂ Â
  ..x, f x g E = R.
U  .  . U  U .  U :Proof. In fact, x g ­ f x is equivalent to f x q f x s x , x ;
i.e.,
1
U :x , x y f x s p x , f x s 1, .  . .U Uf x .
and noting that
 U :  U :; y , r g epi f , x , x y f x G x , y y f y .  .  .
U  U : :s x , y1 , y , f y G x , y1 , y , r , .  .  .  .
 U . U  U .   ..  .we have that x , y1 rf x g ­ p x, f x . Here, we recall that f 0 s
y1 implies that
U U  U :f x s sup x , x y f x G yf 0 s 1. 4 .  .  .
xgE
From this equivalent relation, it is easy to check that ­ f is single-valued
and norm-to-norm upper semi-continuous at x if and only if ­ p with
­ p x , f x . .
xU y1
U U Us y , r g E = R: y s , r s . U U 5 :  :x , x y f x x , x y f x .  .
  ..is single-valued and norm-to-norm upper semi-continuous at x, f x .
Let AU ; EU , x g E with x / 0 in E and a ) 0. Then we say that
U U U  U : US x , A , a [ x g A : x , x ) s x y a 4 .  .A
U U  .  .U U Uis a w -slice of A , where s x [ sup x is the support functionA x g A
of AU. We say that a non-empty subset AU of EU is wU-dentable, if it
admits wU-slices of arbitrarily small diameter, i.e., for every « ) 0, there
exist x g E with x / 0 and a ) 0 such that
diam S x , AU , a - « . .
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U U  .A subset A ; E is said to have the Radon]Nikodym property RNP ifÂ
 . U Ui every non-empty bounded subset of A is w -dentable.
If AU is wU-closed and convex, then AU having the RNP is equivalent to
saying that
 . Uii A is separable on each separable subspace of E; i.e., for every
U <separable subspace E of E, A is separable.E1 1
 w x . USee 2, p. 91 for more equivalent conditions. In particular, E is said to
have the RNP if every separable subspace of E has a separable dual.
w x w xThe following theorem is due to Kenderov 4 ; see also 6, p. 32 ; the
U U U U .proof was only for C s E , but it is suitable for any C ; E :
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that CU ; EU is wU-closed con¨ex and has the
CU  .RNP. Then for e¨ery maximal monotone map T : E ª 2 with int D T /
 .   . 4  .B, where D T [ x g E: T x / B , there is a dense G subset G of D Td
such that T is single-¨ alued and norm-to-norm upper semi-continuous at each
point of G.
A proper l.s.c. convex function f on E with int dom f / B is said to be
generically Frechet differentiable on dom f if f is Frechet differentiable on aÂ Â
dense G subset G of dom f. We will say that this function has the Genericd
 .Frechet Differentiability GFD . By Theorem 2.1, f has the GFD if theÂ
U  . U w  .xw -closed convex hull of ­ f E , denoted by w -cl co ­ f E , has the RNP,
because ­ f is maximal monotone.
w xThe proof of the following proposition can be found in 6, pp. 25]26 .
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that AU ; EU is bounded and does not admit
wU-slices of arbitrarily small diameter. Then the continuous support function
s U is nowhere Frechet differentiable.ÂA
3. GFD OF CONVEX FUNCTIONS DOMINATED BY A
L.S.C. SUBLINEAR FUNCTION
In this section, we will seek a necessary and sufficient condition for the
GFD of convex functions dominated by a l.s.c. sublinear function.
 4THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that p: E ª R j q` is a l.s.c. sublinear
function. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i e¨ery proper l.s.c. con¨ex function g with g F p has the GFD;
 .ii e¨ery l.s.c. sublinear function g with g F p has the GFD;
 .  .iii ­ p 0 has the RNP.
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If p is a Minkowski functional, then they are also equi¨ alent to
 .iv e¨ery Minkowski functional g with g F p has the GFD;
 .   . 4  .v for S s x g E: p x s 1 , ­ p S is separable on each separable
subspace of E.
U  .  U U  U :  .4Proof. Let C [ ­ p 0 s x g X : ; x g E, x , x F p x . Then
 .  .  .Up x s s x . Suppose that i holds; i.e., every proper l.s.c. convexC
 .  . Ufunction g with g F p has the GFD. Then ii and iv hold. If C has no
RNP, then there exists a bounded subset AU ; CU such that AU does not
admit wU-slices of arbitrarily small diameter. Let s U be the supportA
function of AU. Then s U is a continuous convex function on E. ByA
definition, we have that s U F s U s p, and by Proposition 2.3, s U isA C A
 .nowhere Frechet differentiable, which leads to a contradiction. Hence, iiÂ
 .implies iii . In the case that p is a Minkowski functional, we can take
 4Ug [ sup s , 0 . Then g is also a Minkowski functional. But it has no the1 A 1
 .  .GDF. This contradiction shows that iv implies iii .
 . UConversely, if iii holds, i.e., C has the RNP, then we can show that for
every l.s.c. convex function g with g F p, the image of ­ g is in CU , i.e.,
­ g : E ª 2CU and then, by Theorem 2.1, g has the GFD. In fact, if there
U  . U Uexists x g ­ g x with x f C , then by the Separation Theorem, there
exists z g E and d ) 0 such that
 U : Ux , z ) d q s z s d q p z , .  .C
U  .which implies z g dom p. Since x g ­ g x , we have that
 U :; y g E, g y y g x G x , y y x . .  .
Hence, taking y s kz, we obtain that
 U :  U :  U :g kz y g x G x , kz y x , x ) kd q p kz y x , x , .  .  .
 .  .which implies g kz ) p kz for all sufficiently large k ) 0 and leads to a
 .  .contradiction with the definition of g. Thus, iii implies i .
Finally, if p is a Minkowski functional, then, by Proposition 2.1, it is easy
 .  .to check that iii is equivalent to v .
COROLLARY 3.1. E is an Asplund space if and only if EU has the RNP.
U U  . UUIn this case, we can take C s E . Then p s d and ­ p 0 s E .C 04
Theorem 3.1 may be modified for convex functions ``locally'' dominated
by a l.s.c. sublinear function.
 4THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that p: E ª R j q` is a l.s.c. sublinear
function. G is the collection of all l.s.c. con¨ex functions g satisfying that forp
any x g dom g, there exists d ) 0 and c ) 0 such thatx x
5 5; y g dom g with y y x - d , g y y g x F c p y y x . .  .  .x x
 .Then e¨ery g g G has the GFD if and only if ­ p 0 has the RNP.p
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U  .  .  .UProof. Let C [ ­ p 0 . Then p x s s x . Suppose that every g gC
G has the GFD. If CU has no RNP, then there exists a bounded subsetp
AU ; CU such that AU does not admit wU-slices of arbitrarily small
diameter. Let s U be the support function of AU. Then s U is a continu-A A
ous convex function on E. By definition, we have that s U F s U s p, andA C
then, by the sublinearity of s U ,A
; x , y g E, s U y y s U x F s U y y x F s U y y x . .  .  .  .A A A C
Hence, s U g G . Again by Proposition 2.2, s U is nowhere FrechetÂA p A
differentiable, which leads to a contradiction.
 . UConversely, it is easy to check that for any g g G , ­ g E ; C [p N
 .  .  . UD n­ p 0 . Since 0 g ­ p 0 , ­ p 0 has the RNP if and only if C hasng N N
the RNP. Again by Theorem 2.1, g has the GFD.
COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that p is a Frechet differentiable not necessarilyÂ
.equi¨ alent norm. Then e¨ery p-continuous con¨ex function has the GFD.
 .This is because we can check that ­ p 0 has the RNP and that every
p-continuous convex function is locally p-Lipschitz as in the case that p is
the proper norm of E.
4. GFD OF CONVEX FUNCTIONS DOMINATED BY A
CONTINUOUS CONVEX FUNCTION
Theorem 3.1 may hold in the case where a l.s.c. sublinear function is
replaced by a proper l.s.c. convex function with an open effective domain.
This convex function is continuous on its domain.
Let f be a proper l.s.c. convex function on E with an open dom f , and
U  .  .  U :  .U UC s ­ f E . Then for p x s sup x , x , we have that ­ p 0 sx g C
U w  .xw -cl co ­ f E . Without loss of generality, we will always assume that
 .0 g int dom f and f 0 s y1.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Under the abo¨e assumption, the following inequality
holds:
; x g E, f x y f 0 F p x . .  .  .
Proof. If x s 0, the inequality is trivial. If x / 0 and x g dom f , then
 . U  .f is continuous at x and ­ f x is non-empty. Thus, for x g ­ f x ,
 U :  U :f x y f 0 F x , x F sup x , x s p x . .  .  .
U Ux gC
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 .  .If x f dom f , i.e., f x s q`, then we show that p x s q`. In fact, in
 .   .this case, there exists l g 0, 1 such that l s sup l g 0, 1 : l x gx x
4dom f , because of 0 g int dom f. Since dom f is open, l x f dom f andx
 . w .  .  .then f l x s q`. But, for any l g 0, l , we have always f l x y f 0x x
 .  .  .F p l x . Letting l ª l , it leads to p l x s l p x s q`. Hence,x x x
 .p x s q`.
U w  .xCOROLLARY 4.1. If w -cl co ­ f E has the RNP, then e¨ery proper l.s.c.
con¨ex function g on E with g F f has the GFD.
COROLLARY 4.2. A Banach space is an Asplund space if and only if there
exists a proper l.s.c. con¨ex function f such that f has an open and bounded
effecti¨ e domain dom f and that e¨ery proper l.s.c. con¨ex function g on E
with g F f has the GFD.
Proof. If E is an Asplund space, then
5 5 5 5y1r x y 1 , if x - 1, .
f x s .  5 5q` if x G 1,
is a required convex function. Conversely, if there exists such a convex
 .function, then by Proposition 4.1, p x becomes d and by Theorem 3.1,04
U U . w  .x­ p 0 s w -cl co ­ f E s E has the RNP.
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be a proper l.s.c. con¨ex function on E with an open
dom f. Then e¨ery proper l.s.c. con¨ex function g on E with g F f has the
U w  .xGFD if and only if w -cl co ­ f E has the RNP.
Proof. We need only to show the necessity. Suppose that every continu-
ous convex function g on E with g F f has the GFD, but CU s wU-
w  .xcl co ­ f E has no RNP. Then we define that
CU [ wU-cl co xU , yf U xU g EU = R: xU g ­ f E . 4 .  . .1
It is easy to see that CU has no RNP in EU = R. Hence, there is a1
bounded non-empty subset AU ; CU such that it does not admit wU-slices1 1
of arbitrarily small diameter and by Proposition 2.3, s U : E = R ª R,A1
which is dominated by s U , is nowhere Frechet differentiable.ÂC1
 .By definition and noting that we assume that f 0 s y1, we have that
U  .for any x g ­ f x ,
U U  U :  U :yf x s f x y x , x s inf f y y x , y F f 0 s y1. 4 .  .  .  .
ygE
Hence, for any x g E and t G 0,
 U : U UUs x , t F sup x , x y tf x F f x , 4 .  .  .A1
U  .x g­ f E
 .Uand t ¬ s x, t is non-increasing.A1
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w xThe following proof is similar to that of Proposition 6.5 of 6 . Choose a
 .  .differentiable non-positive function g : 1, 2 ª R such that g 3r2 s 0y
 .  .  4and lim g t s lim g t y `. We define h: E ª R j q` byt ª 1 t ª 2
; x g E, h x [ sup s U x , t q g t . .  .  . 4A1
 .tg 1, 2
Then, h is l.s.c. convex and
; x g E, h x F sup s U x , t F s U x , 1 F f x . .  .  .  .A A1 1
 .tg 1, 2
Therefore, h has the GFD and there exists some point x g int dom h1
such that h is Frechet differentiable at x . It is easy to check that thereÂ 1
 .  .  .  .Uexists t g 1, 2 such that h x s s x , t q g t . Thus, by the FrechetÂ1 1 A 1 1 11
differentiability of h at x and g at t , we have that for any « ) 0, there1 1
exists d ) 0 such that
g t " t q g t . t y 2 g t F t« .  .  .1 1 1
and
0 F h x q ty q h x y ty y 2h x F t« .  .  .1 1 1
5 5  .whenever y s 1 and t g 0, d . It leads to
0 F s U x q ty , t " t q s U x y ty , t . t y 2s U x , t .  .  .A 1 1 A 1 1 A 1 11 1 1
F h x q ty q h x y ty y 2h x .  .  .1 1 1
y g t " t q g t . t y 2 g t .  .  .1 1 1
F t« ,
Uwhich contradicts that s is nowhere Frechet differentiable in E = R.ÂA1
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Now we prove our Main Theorem. Obviously, by Theorem 4.1, we have
 .  .  .  .  .  .that i m iv « iii « ii . So, we need only show that ii implies iv .
 .Suppose that ­ f E is separable on each separable subspace of E. With-
 .out loss of generality, we still assume that f 0 s y1. Let p be the
Minkowski functional generated by epi f. By Propositions 2.2 and 4.1, it is
 .  .enough to show that ­ p 0, 0 has the RNP; i.e., ­ p 0, 0 is separable on
each separable subspace E = R. By Proposition 2.1, it is equivalent to
 .showing ­ p graph f is separable on each separable subspace E = R. But
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 .by Proposition 2.2, the separability of ­ f E on each separable subspace of
 .E implies that ­ p graph f is separable on each separable subspace of
E = R.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In our Main Theorem, if f is the norm of E, then, after some simple
deduction, we can also return to the classic result: E is an Asplund space if
and only if EU has the RNP. It signifies that the nature of an Asplund
space is the character of the norm as a dominant of a class of generically
Frechet differentiable convex functions.Â
The condition of the openness of dom f in the Main Theorem is only so
that graph f would be the boundary of epi f. This restriction is not serious.
We will remove it in another paper.
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